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OVERVIEW

• Underground Safety Board 

• Government Code 4216 “Dig Safe” law

• SB 661 creates the Area of Continual 
Excavation (ACE) ticket for Farmers

• Board onsite meeting regulations address 
Farmers issue with depth
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The passage of the Dig Safe Act of 2016, which created the Underground Safety Board (originally named the Dig Safe Board). The Board regulates and enforces the Code 4216, which is also commonly known as “Dig Safe” or ‘Call 811,’ requires that you must contact 811 before moving any earth with tools to protect underground infrastructure. When you call you will be provided a ticket that allows you to legally dig for 28 days. All excavators—defined broadly to include farmers—were required to notify the one-call centers before conducting “any operation in which earth, rock, or other material in the ground is moved, removed, or otherwise displaced by means of tools, equipment, or explosives…”. Utilities wanted farmers to start using the traditional 28-day ticket, which required the farmer to renew it every month. The Legislature and Governor Brown, however, were especially keen on developing a process that worked for farmers following the fatal gas pipeline explosion at Wible and Houghton in late 2015. Ag groups such as the CA Farm Bureau Federation, Western Growers, and the Winegrape Growers worked to make sure there was a process in SB 661 to allow for a ticket that could meet farmers’ needs.In SB 661, the Legislature created a separate, elective notification process called an “area of continual excavation,” or “ACE,” process, which would allow farmers to create 1-year tickets, and tasked the Board with working out the details. The purpose was to eliminate prescriptive requirements for farmers and get straight to a discussion between utility operator and farmer, especially when there was a large gas or petroleum pipeline on the property. The next year, at the request of WSPA (Western States Petroleum Association), the legislature added in SB 92 the requirement for the Board to develop regulations for the minimum elements of the onsite meeting. To allow for time to implement regulations and prevent farmers from facing enforcement on an unclear law, the new bill delayed the Board’s enforcement authority until July 1, 2020.One of our first priorities as a Board was to work with farmers—a lot of them from Kern county—to develop regulations that worked for the Ag community. 



Underground Safety Board Members
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Chair Amparo Muñoz Vice Chair Bill Johns Carl Voss

Marjorie Del Toro Ron Bianchini Randy Charland

Marshall Johnson
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The Underground Safety Board is made up of nine members appointed by the Governor and Legislature. Members are charged with overseeing the safety of excavations around buried utilities by coordinating the state’s education and outreach efforts, investigating accidents to determine their causes, setting standards for safe excavation and ensuring the state’s safe excavation laws are followed. The Nine members consist of:General Engineering Contractor (Ron)General Building Contractor (Marjorie)Specialty Contractor (vacant x-Vince Bernacchi)Contractor Labor (Amparo)Municipal Utility (vacant x-Jessica Forte)High Priority Utility (Bill)Utility (Marshall)Contract Locator (Randy)Agriculture (Carl)There are currently two vacancies on the board. 



Dig Safe Law is Wide-Ranging
“Excavation” means any operation in 
which earth, rock, or other material in the 
ground is moved, removed, or otherwise 
displaced by means of tools, equipment, or 
explosives in any of the following ways: 
grading, trenching, digging, ditching, 
drilling, augering, tunneling, scraping, 
cable or pipe plowing and driving, or any 
other way. (§ 4216(g).)
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Excavation” means any operation in which earth, rock, or other material in the ground is moved, removed, or otherwise displaced by means of tools, equipment, or explosives in any of the following ways: grading, trenching, digging, ditching, drilling, augering, tunneling, scraping, cable or pipe plowing and driving, or any other way. (§ 4216(g).)
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What is an ACE Ticket?

• Special dig ticket available only to farmers, 
growers, and certain flood control operators.

• Can only be used for everyday agricultural 
practices like tilling, discing, cultivating, 
planting, harvesting, etc. 

• Can be requested any time of year and is valid 
for one year from date of issuance.

Presenter Notes
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So what is an ACE Ticket exactly?Prior to the Board’s regulations taking effect, the onsite meeting process between operators and farmers was inconsistent when contacting 811 to dig. This leads to confusion and frustration among farmers who told the Board they wanted a consistent process so they knew what was expected of them.To address this issue, the Board created a standard form to be used by all farmers and operators in the development and discussion of an ACE Plan and Agreement. The creation of the form was based off the information included in existing operator forms and feedback received from operators and farmers about the onsite meeting process.The ACE Ticket requires High Priority Facility Operators like gas to locate and mark facilitates and participate in an onsite meeting with a farm or flood control representative, and sign off on ACE Agreement Form if high priority facility is present on farmland. It also requires Non-High Priority Facility Operators to locate and mark facilitates. These operators can choose to call an onsite meeting with farm or flood control representative, and sign off on ACE Agreement Form if non-high priority facilities are present on farmland.A high-pressure natural gas pipeline with normal operating pressures greater than 415 kPa gauge (60 psig), petroleum pipelines, pressurized sewage pipelines, high-voltage electric supply lines, conductors, or cables that have a potential to ground of greater than or equal to 60kv, or hazardous materials pipelines that are potentially hazardous to workers or the public if damaged. (§ 4216(j).)
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ACE Benefits
• Designed specifically for the Agriculture 

industry
• Utilities inform you where they have buried 

lines  
• Documentation protects you in the event of an 

accident
• The ACE ticket is good for one year 
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Onsite Meetings

• Required if work within 10 feet of gas transmission 
or petroleum pipeline, optional otherwise

• Excavator representative must have knowledge of 
the excavation activities

• Operator representative must have knowledge of 
the infrastructure location

• Both must have authority to sign agreement
• Depth Clause: If the operator and excavator 

disagree about the exact location, operator may 
rebut by offering documentation or potholing
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A main focus of the Dig Safe Act of 2016—when it came to agriculture—was what to do about the big, dangerous natural gas and petroleum lines. In these cases, the Legislature wanted to skip the trappings of the traditional excavation process and get straight to the onsite meeting and build the relationship.Onsite meetings have always been required for excavation within 10 feet of these so-called “high priority” lines, but the Legislature required the Board to develop regulations for the meeting to make it effective for farmers. A big problem for farmers was that utility companies wanted farmers to put in tickets, but didn’t want to tell them how deep their lines were.When the Board was designing the onsite meeting process, we wanted to make sure that utility companies had some skin in the game to help farmers understand how deep the lines were.The Board’s focus was therefore to make sure that the utility personnel who showed up had knowledge of the pipe’s location. In return, farmers have to have someone onsite with a knowledge of what kind of work will be done over the next year.We’d heard stories of farmers digging 3, 5, and even 8 feet to find the depth of the pipeline, and then the next year the utility company would tell them to do it again.For that reason, we put onus on the operator, if they disagree with the farmer’s understanding of location or depth, then they have to put some work in to prove their case. (19 CCR § 4351)19 CCR § 4351(c) Excavator must be aware of the exact location of the high priority subsurface installations in conflict with the excavation pursuant to Government Code section 4216.4.(1) If the operator's understanding of the exact location of the high priority subsurface installation is contrary to the excavator's understanding, the operator must demonstrate that the high priority subsurface installation is in conflict with the excavation, and excavation activities within a specified distance from each side of the high priority subsurface installation may cause damage to the high priority subsurface installation, by any of the following methods:(A) Provide documentation indicating the exact location of the high priority subsurface installations.(B) Expose the high priority subsurface installations within the tolerance zone at a date and time, in a manner, and with the hand tool or vacuum excavation device agreed upon by the excavator and operator.
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How to create an ACE
Step 1: Request a Ticket
• usanorth811.org (NorCal)
• digalert.org  (SoCal) 

Step 2: Delineate boundaries of work area in white

Step 3: Wait two days for facility owners to contact you 
and mark the area

Step 4: Have an onsite meeting then you are ready to go!

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
You just follow these easy steps to fill out an ACE Ticket:Either Call “811” or use an online portal to contact the “one-call” center and request a ticket.If you are located in Southern California you would use DigAlert at DIGALERT.ORG and in Northern California you would use Underground Service Alert at USANORTH811.ORG.After you create and register a new account you begin the creation of your dig ticket for your upcoming work and each site has an easy to fill out form where you would select the year-long “ACE” ticket over the standard 28-day ticket.After that it’s relatively simple:Delineate the area you plan to dig IN WHITE using methods such as paint, flags, flour, white buckets, or sandbags. Wait two days for facility owners to contact you and mark the area.Finally, if it involves a high priority pipeline on the property, usually a gas transmission or petroleum pipeline within 10 feet of the work area, the facility owner will contact you. For an onsite meeting, have information available about the size, location of facility if known, type of work to be done, and workers authorized to perform work (including any subcontractors).If the facilities near the work area are not “high priority,” either you or the facility owner may initiate contact to discuss how best to stay safe around the line. No meeting is required however.
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California Call Centers
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This is a map of California’s counties and their corresponding call centers. People in Kern County use Underground Service Alert, or “USA North”.



Field Templates
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If there is a “high priority” facility on your property, you must be able to describe all your farming activities during the duration of the ticket during that initial onsite meeting. You must also, along with the facility owner, complete and sign the ACE Agreement Form, a blank example is on the screen now.If there is a “high priority” facility, you must inform everyone working the area, including subcontractors, of the terms of the ACE Agreement Form. A high priority line is: a high-pressure natural gas pipeline with normal operating pressures greater than 415 kPa gauge (60 psig), petroleum pipelines, pressurized sewage pipelines, high-voltage electric supply lines, conductors, or cables that have a potential to ground of greater than or equal to 60kv, or hazardous materials pipelines that are potentially hazardous to workers or the public if damaged. (§ 4216(j).)



ACE Ticket Resources
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energysafety.ca.gov/ACE

ACE Guides

ACE FormsContact Info
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If you are interested in more information on the ACE Ticket or need some assistance navigating the creation of the ticket, there are a ton of resources available on the Energy Safety website at energysafety.ca.gov/ACE.This includes custom ACE walkthrough guides, which will take you step-by-step through both DigAlert and Underground Service Alert’s website and show you exactly how to create an ACE Ticket. This page also has all the necessary field forms as well as contact information.
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